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Earlybird Invitationals Saturday, August 26, 2017     Salem / KSU Geauga              
 

Girls                      Place 6 (15)      
 

NAME   PLACE  TIME  VARSITY POINTS 
 Anna Sorine         7  20:46              13 

Hailey Vitolo       12  21:06              12 

Juilia DiBease       37  23:07   6 

Anna Iacofano       45  23:35   5 

Elena Ciolli       49  23:43   4 

Ava Strahan       51  23:45   3 

Alex Gessic       52  23:46   2  

@ Berkshire ----------                        
Alicia Rodriguez       96  23:52   0 

Julia Bystrom     183  27:13   0 

Melissa Leiden     192  27:57   0 

Robyn McLain     198  28:50   0 

Sydne Bond     202  29:51   0 

Anna Cornwell     ----  35:34   0 
 

Boys                      Place 5 (13)      
Tyler Johnson 11 18:11 13 

Tyler Morgan       13    18:27               12 

Patrick Hurley       19    18:43   6 

Kyle Morgan       47    19:47   5 

Alex Garrido       55    20:06   4 

Caleb Mehls       61    20:16   3 

Tory Landgraf       69    20:22   2 

@ Berkshire ----------                       
Tommy Musilek   77 18:56  0 

Hunter Sprankle 119 19:30  0 

Dillon Hull 171 20:23   0 

Justin Korth                           194 20:47   0 

Andrew Reed 198 20:50   0 

Joe Wills 200 21:00  0 

Jacob Roberts 226 21:26  0 

Connor Hull 231 21:32   0 

Joey Romeo 238 21:43   0 

Hunter Myers 250 22:09   0 

Open ----------                      
Mason Vereshack-Price 151 23:52   0 

Jason Culliton 165 24:18   0 

Jimmy Thomas 173 24:37   0 

Gavin LaBoe 193 26:11  0 

Dylan Kooyman 214 30:17   0 

Cole Whelpley 217 31:22   0 



 

Off and Running    The competitive season got off to a solid start on Saturday. Both teams fared well at 

Salem, with some athletes dropping times ranging from 35 seconds to over a minute faster than last season on the 

same course in very similar conditions. This can be credited to an excellent summer of training as well as another 

year of experience under your belts (well, that expression really doesn’t fit since you don’t wear belts while racing 

and training). Some of you had similar results at Berkshire, as there were some impressive early season times turned 

in. Continue to put in the consistent, determined efforts each day at practice and you will earn the results that you are 

working for. Remember, everyone matters, so be sure that you can look in the mirror at the end of the day and feel 

that you made a difference for your team. It’s a great feeling.  

The Guiding Light    Like the North Star in the nighttime sky, many of the veterans (hey, if you’ve been on 

this young team for at least one season, you’re a vet) provided the direction needed for the “rubes” as they 

performed in their first meets. I appreciate the guidance that was given to our new members which helped calm the 

nerves and enabled many first timers to have excellent beginnings to their running careers. The blend of youthful 

enthusiasm and veteran leadership will enable us to do great things as the season progresses. I look forward to 

watching you grow and enjoy individual and team success together. 

 
Looking Ahead      To improve your chances of success in races, it is important that you focus on competitors 

that are in front of you. A few of us were caught looking back at who was behind us during the races at Berkshire 

and Salem. And to no surprise, those individuals never moved up by “climbing the ladder” and using the people in 

front of them to pull off of. Instead, the athletes that looked back during their races were either simply maintaining 

their current position or were getting passed. The confident runner knows that he or she must attempt to catch any 

competitors that are in front of them in order to reduce our team’s score. The confident runner understands that 

pulling off of the runners in front will help our team and enable them to possibly run better times. As the group 

Boston said many years ago, Don’t Look Back. As Coach Thomas and Coach Sarvis have said, “The race is in front 

of you.” (Editor’s note, you may know the group Boston from their biggest hit More Than a Feeling.  If not, ask 

your parents….they’ll probably know it). 

 

Pack Attack It was pretty sweet watching the boys’ pack through the first mile at Salem. The 1-7 split at the 

mile mark was about 9 seconds. As we continue to train as a pack and transfer this into our racing through the 2.5 

mile mark, both teams will become incredibly difficult to defeat. We need to work hard at maintaining the pack until 

the final 800, at which point it becomes every runner for themselves as you attack the final drive to the finish 

(hopefully you all pass the driver’s exam). 

 
Harrier of the Week     For week one, let’s congratulate JULIA BYSTROM and KYLE MORGAN for 

their great performances at Berkshire and Salem respectively. Julia ran roughly four minutes faster than last 

season’s inaugural race at Berkshire. Look no further than the excellent summer training and determined and 

focused mindset to close the gap between where she is and a spot on the varsity to explain her early success. And 

speaking of varsity…. Kyle moved up 3 spots from his time trial performance and finished as the number four 

runner at Salem on Saturday. Kyle was in the 7th position for his team at the mile mark, but steadily improved his 

place as his slowly laddered up the field through the latter stages of the race. It will be critical for our 4-7 runners to 

close the gap between them and our 1-3 for the boys, and Kyle’s performance gives hope that it will happen. 

Congratulations to both Julia and Kyle! 

 

 

 

 
 

You’ve Got To Want It 

 


